Splunk Education: Power for your organization
Knowledge is Power
Let Splunk Education Services bring power to your organization through direct, focused training programs that enable you to get started quickly
and stay relevant. We set the stage for long term success and efficiency by providing the technological background necessary to make your
organization successful from the first steps with Splunk through rolling out dashboards across your organization. We greatly enhance the value
that Splunk can bring to you and your company.
Experience has shown that attending Splunk education can have an immediate and profound impact on your staff and your organization.
Properly trained professionals have a broader product understanding that allows them to leverage all that they learn in a structured training
program to help them focus on what is important, avoid common pitfalls, and become more adept at resolving problems – even spotting and
avoiding them before they occur. Your business is too varied and fast-paced to spend needless time in a trial-and-error effort. Let Splunk
Education Services lead your staff past experiments and into results. An investment in education is your investment in success.
Splunk Education Services offers a number of classes, courses, programs and styles to fit just about any learning need. All of the Splunk
Education Services offerings are designed for the adult to learn and combine just the right mix of technology background and hands-on
exercises to keep the student on track, alert, and focused. The maximum amount of practical information is delivered in the shortest amount of
time to keep your staff’s downtime or out-of-office time to a minimum.
We focus on the tasks required to implement, manage, develop and use Splunk, with the goal of helping your staff become self-sufficient and
productive as quickly as possible. We provide a range of technical and end-user courses designed to help you understand common uses and be
able to leverage the power of Splunk quickly and efficiently throughout your organization.

What Can We Do for You?
Investing in education builds productivity, profitability and competence. Customers tell us our training is outstanding because we understand
the jobs you do. We provide the learning building blocks required to successfully implement your system. Our training is role based with our
curriculum designed in a particular sequence to build on subsequent concepts and develop your expertise in an organized, manageable fashion.
Whatever your business model we have a flexible training solution to meet your needs.

Delivery Methods
Virtual: Instructor Led Public Classes
The ability to take our training from a location of your choice virtually across the internet: from your office, home or even the local coffee shop.
We understand how adults learn and have taken virtual classes to the next level. We ensure that maximum concentration is kept during the
4.5hr/day classes with engaging instructors, interactive quizzes and comprehensive hands-on labs.

Virtual: Instructor Led Dedicated Classes
Rather than join the public schedule you can have a class dedicated to just your employees. These classes still run virtually with the convenience
of being able to take the class from anywhere with our great instructors but with the added ability to be able to virtually converse with your
colleagues and the instructor and focus the class on the needs of your organization.

Classroom: Instructor Led Public Classes
With classrooms across the globe and a new state-of-the-art purpose built classroom out our headquarters in San Francisco we offer regularly
scheduled in-person training. These classes take you away from your daily office routine and immerse you into the world of Splunk. We create
the ideal environment to get fast tracked knowledge of how to get the best from Splunk.

Classroom: Dedicated Onsite
Subject to sufficient numbers of attendees you can bring a Splunk instructor to your site. Allowing lively discussion amongst the attendees
related to your specific company’s use of Splunk.

eLearning: Self-Paced Learning
The ability to take classes on demand at a time that is convenient for you. We have created some of our most popular classes and other niche
topics as self-paced eLearning.

Custom Designed Solutions
We can create custom curriclum to match your training requirements. This includes being able to customise and licence our material for rolling
out our education across your entire organization.
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